
 

GREENSIDE FILM FACTORY 
People, Places, Things – Who, Where, What? 

World Thinking: Big, Critical, Curious Questions 
Autumn Term: Green-Land – Across the Universe 

 

EYFS Medium Term Planning: Autumn Term 1 - 2017                                                  Reception Teacher: Christina Morra 
Film Text(s): Wall-E                                                    ICB Theme: Space is a Place 
                     

Prime Areas of Learning 

Areas of Learning Learning Experiences: Skills 

 
 

Personal, Social 
and Emotional 
Development 
(PSED) 

 Introduction to the ‘Golden Rules’ 

 SMSC weekly ideas 

 Exploring the character of Wall-E through PSED 
-How do you think Wall-E feels being alone on planet Earth? 
-Would it be fun to have no friends?  
-How does Wall-E feel when he meets Eva?  

 Students will use the film as a stimulus to explore how to make 
friends with one another in the classroom 

 After watching a short clip, students will talk about some of the 
kind and helpful things that Wall-E does (ie: cleaning up, sharing 
with others, helping them) –reinforce the ‘Golden Rules’ and ask 
what we can do to help one another 

 Looking at different environments comparing Earth & Space 

 Talk about the need to care for and look after the environment, 
both indoor and out. Students to suggest how to do this (ie: do 
not waste water, turn off the taps, do not throw rubbish, throw it 
in the bin etc.)  Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 

 Looking at Baby Bear and Owl’s friendship in Whatever Next, 
students will talk about how Baby Bear made friends with the 
Owl? How can you make friends with someone? 

 Create a classroom display of the students as aliens using the 
iPads – the students can discuss how they altered their 
photographs to make them look silly 

 Retell the core texts through role play activities, practicing how 
to take turns and work co-operatively 

Age bands 40-60 months: 
 
Making Relationships 

 Initiates conversations, attends to and takes account of what 
others say  

 Explains own knowledge and understanding, and asks 
appropriate questions of others  

 Takes steps to resolve conflicts with other students, e.g. finding a 
compromise  

 
Self-Confidence and Self-Awareness 

• Confident to speak to others about own needs, wants, interests 
and opinions 

• Can describe self in positive terms and talk about abilities 
 
Managing Feelings and Behaviour 

• Understands that own actions affect other people, for example, 
becomes upset or tries to comfort another child when they 
realise they have upset them 

• Aware of the boundaries set, and of behavioural expectations in 
the setting 

• Beginning to be able to negotiate and solve problems without 
aggression, e.g. when someone has taken their toy 



 Comparing characters from the different core texts, students will 
be encouraged to think about who is special to them, their 
friends and families. 

 

 
 

Communication 
and Language 
(CL) 

• Watching a clip of Wall-E with no picture, just sound, students 
will be encouraged to talk about what they think might be 
happening and how sound can tell a story without pictures… 

• Watch clip from Wall-E and talk about how he communicates 
instead of words. Practice using robot voices like Wall-E and Eva 

• Sing topic related songs 
• introduction of new vocab 
• New topic related words: Earth, oxygen, gravity, planet names, 

Milky Way, moon, outer space, stars, comets, etc. 
• Look at different planets and stars, StoryBots  
• Answer who, what, where, when, how, and why questions 
• ‘Grown up word of the week’ to encourage language 

development 
• Listening corner 
• Language structures: comparison between Earth & Moon. They 

are different because… they are the same because... 
• Classifying language; This is a... 
• Story sequencing language: First, then, next, after, finally 
• Constant modelling of correct past, present, and future tenses 
• Maths language: addition, add, altogether, take away, less, 

fewer, more 
• Positional language: next to, beside, in front of, behind, above, 

under, etc.  
• Role play in the home corner, a space station (space travel like in 

Wall-E) 
• Model how to play co-operatively and use imaginative language 

in the home corner or in small-world activities 
• Reinforce initial sounds and dominant sounds within new topic 

words 
• Think about what it would be like to go to space; what would you 

hear, see, taste, touch, smell on the moon? Students will explore 
how the moon or space is different to Earth. 
 

Whatever Next 
• Sequential language: first, then, next, after, finally 
• How and why questions: How did Baby Bear get to the moon? 

Age bands 40-60 months: 
 
Listening and Attention 

• Maintains attention, concentrates and sits quietly during 
appropriate activity 

• Two-channelled attention – can listen and do for short span 
 
Understanding 

• Responds to instructions involving a two-part sequence. 
Understands humour, e.g. nonsense rhymes, jokes 

• Able to follow a story without pictures or props 
• Listens and responds to ideas expressed by others in 

conversation or discussion 
 
Speaking 

• Extends vocabulary, especially by grouping and naming, 
exploring the meaning and sounds of new words 

• Uses language to imagine and recreate roles and experiences in 
play situations 

• Links statements and sticks to a main theme or intention 
• Uses talk to organise, sequence and clarify thinking, ideas, 

feelings and events 
• Introduces a storyline or narrative into their play 



Why did mummy bear say ‘Whatever Next?’ 
• Hot Seating/Question time linked to the text 
• Past tense: Baby Bear saw/Baby Bear went 
• Descriptive language to describe the setting 
• Use of “because:” Baby Bear came home because... 
 

Aliens Love Underpants 
• Why did the aliens come to Earth? 
• Why did they want our underpants? 
• How did they travel to Earth? 
• How did they steal the underpants? 
• If an alien came to visit I would...  

 
Man on the Moon 

• How did all the visitors get to the moon? 
• Why are the craters empty? 
• What are the patterns in the story? 
• Talk about time mentioned, all the hidden aliens what are they 

doing? Bob doesn’t think there are any. 
• Where does all of the litter come from? 
• News report from the Moon 

 

 
 

Physical 
Development 
(PD) 

• Holding pencil, chalk, pens, paintbrush correctly 
• Space linked handwriting sheets and Jarman handwriting 

activities 
• Large artwork in the garden with chalk – drawing the planets, 

Wall-E and Eva 
• Finger gym: Peg boards, threading patterns, beads and tweezers, 

moon rocks, space jewels 
• Space training obstacle courses in the learning garden 
• Manipulating clay, placticine, etc. related to the film Wall-E and 

the solar system 
• Bikes/Trikes relating to space and rockets 
• Finger painting/Hand painting related to the film Wall-E and the 

solar system 
• Fine motor skills - zips, buttons and fasteners on clothes, use of 

scissors 
• After watching Wall-E, students will be encouraged to talk about 

why the humans look like they do and what happened to them. 
We will use this as a stimulus to discuss healthy active living – 

Age bands 40-60 months: 
 
Moving and Handling 

• Experiments with different ways of moving 
• Jumps off an object and lands appropriately 
• Negotiates space successfully when playing racing and chasing 

games with other students, adjusting speed or changing 
direction to avoid obstacles 

• Travels with confidence and skill around, under, over and 
through balancing and climbing equipment 

• Shows increasing control over an object in pushing, patting, 
throwing, catching or kicking it 

• Uses simple tools to effect changes to materials 
• Handles tools, objects, construction and malleable materials 

safely and with increasing control 
• Shows a preference for a dominant hand 
• Begins to use anticlockwise movement and retrace vertical lines 
• Begins to form recognisable letters 



healthy eating and exercise, taking care of our bodies 
 Students will choose food for the humans to eat on the space 

ship from Wall-E 
 Introduce and play games which allow opportunities to find their 

own space and allow them to be aware of others space – the 
students move around the space in different ways (i.e. move like 
a robot like Wall-E and Eva, move like an astronaut) 

 Move in different ways in response to the name of a space object 
– let the students make their own suggestions e.g. float like in 
space, move stiffly like a robot, moonwalk, be a spaceman with 
no gravity holding you down 

 Retell the story of Wall-E through role play 
 Role play the story Whatever Next in Learning Garden with props 

(box, food, picnic blanket, colander) 
 Parachute games – shake in different ways and float gently up 

and down, lie under the parachute etc. 
 STEM project: Introduce equipment/tools /objects to use with 

the recycled materials to make Wall-E, robots, rockets, 
spacemen – boxes, sellotape, masking tape, wooden sticks, 
buttons etc. Provide objects and equipment to add to their 
finished model – sequins, pipe cleaners, nuts and bolts, pieces of 
card, foil, buttons, bottle caps, drinking straws, etc.  

 Make moon and star shaped biscuits 
 Make models of spaceships, robots, moonscape with Lego 
 Cosmic Yoga sessions in the hall 

 

• Uses a pencil and holds it effectively to form recognisable letters, 
most of which are correctly formed 

 
Health and Self-Care 

• Eats a healthy range of foodstuffs and understands need for 
variety in food 

• Usually dry and clean during the day 
• Shows some understanding that good practices with regard to 

exercise, eating, sleeping and hygiene can contribute to good 
health 

• Shows understanding of the need for safety when tackling new 
challenges, and considers and manages some risks 

• Shows understanding of how to transport and store equipment 
safely 

• Practices some appropriate safety measures without direct 
supervision 

 

 

 
Literacy 
(LIT) 

Reading 
• Matching initial sounds to characters/objects relating to the film 
• Phase 2 phonics daily and learning the Jolly Phonics song on 

YouTube 
• Know the Phase 2 Sounds: s, a, t, i, p, n, c, k, ck, e, h, r, m, d, g, o, 

u, l, f, b , ff, ll, ss 
• Read high frequency words: is, it, in, at 
• Read tricky words: no, go, I, to, the 
• Know the Phase 3 sounds: Consonant digraphs: ch, sh, th, ng, 

Vowel digraphs: ai, ee, igh, oa, oo, ar, or, ur, ow, oi, ear, air, ure, 
er (if the child has completed phase 2 phonics programme) 

• Read tricky words: he, she, we, me, be, was, my, you, her, they, 
all, are 

Age bands 40-60 months: 
 
Reading 

• Continues a rhyming string 
• Hears and says the initial sound in words 
• Can segment the sounds in simple words and blend them 

together and knows which letters represent some of them 
• Links sounds to letters 
• Uses vocabulary and forms of speech that are increasingly 

influenced by their experiences of books 
 
 
Writing 



• Read and write the phase 4 sounds cvcc (tent)/ccvc words 
(spoon) 

• Decodable texts available in book corner 
 
Whatever Next! 

• Sequential language: first, then, next, afterwards, finally 
• How and why questions: How did Baby Bear get to the moon? 

Why did mummy bear say ‘Whatever Next’ 
• Reading captions linked to the text: Phase 2/3/4  

 
Aliens Love Underpants 

• Why did the aliens come to earth? 
• Why did they want our underpants? 
• If an alien came to visit I would... 

 
Man on the Moon 

• Reading phase 2/3/4 captions linked to the text Man on the 
Moon 

• Phase 3  long oo sound (moon, moonwalk) 
• What should Bob take to the Moon? 
• What happens every time that Bob travels to the Moon? 
• Why does Bob need to clean the Moon? 

 
Writing 

• Space log: I saw... 
• Moon list 
• Picnic list 
• Speech bubbles: Owl/Bear/Mummy Bear 
• Passport to go to Space 
• Tickets to space 
• Letters to Aliens 
• Daily astronaut log  
• Space letter box: postcards and letters back to Earth to tell 

people what they have seen 
 
Whatever Next 

• Record what Baby Bear might have seen whilst in space 
• Matching initial word sounds to objects from the story 
• Moon packing list 

 

• Gives meaning to marks they make as they draw, write and paint 
• Begins to break the flow of speech into words 
• Hears and says the initial sound in words 
• Links sounds to letters, naming and sounding the letters of the 

alphabet 
• Writes labels and captions 
• Attempts simple sentences 



Alien’s Love Underpants 
• If an alien came to visit I would... 
• Time capsule activity – students to bury a capsule that includes 

letters to aliens that explains what humans like to do 
• Alien passport/description/favourite planet 

 
Man on the Moon 

• Postcards from the moon 
• Cleaning list 
• Newspaper report 
 

 
 

Mathematics 
(MA) 

• Create different types of numbers lines with the students – stars, 
planets, robots etc. 

• Build up the student’s interest in counting and numbers through 
rhymes and songs 

• Introduce new rhymes and songs such as “5 little men in a flying 
saucer” 

• Use objects and pictures to encourage and support their 
involvement in singing 

• Introduction to numerals 0-10 and 10-20 
• Repeating patterns 
• Counting out the amount of food each astronaut needs (counting 

and sharing) 
• Price tags on food 
• Weighing moon rocks (heavier/lighter) 
• Data handling – who’s happy to go into space? Favourite treats 

to take to space? 
• Recognising coins, buying objects to take to space – finding totals 
• Positional language – placing rockets on space charts 
• Estimating and weighing moon rocks, measuring depth of moon 

dust 
• Days of the week – moon watch 
• Addition and subtraction of suns and planets 
• Finding half of space objects 
• Counting eyes on aliens 
• Buying space tickets to the Moon using money/double amount to 

go to Mars because it is further away 
• Cost of fuel to put in the rocket 
• Look at 2D and 3D shapes  what shape is Earth? 
• Make robots in different colours, shapes and sizes. Use triangles, 

Age bands 40-60 months: 
 
Numbers 

• Recognise some numerals of personal significance 
• Recognises numerals 1 to 5 
• Counts up to three or four objects by saying one number name 

for each item 
• Counts actions or objects which cannot be moved 
• Counts objects to 10, and beginning to count beyond 10 
• Counts out up to six objects from a larger group 
• Selects the correct numeral to represent 1 to 5, then 1 to 10 

objects 
• Counts an irregular arrangement of up to ten objects 
• Estimates how many objects they can see and checks by 

counting them 
• Uses the language of ‘more’ and ‘fewer’ to compare two sets of 

objects 
• Finds the total number of items in two groups by counting all of 

them 
• Says the number that is one more than a given number 
• Finds one more or one less from a group of up to five objects, 

then ten objects 
• In practical activities and discussion, beginning to use the 

vocabulary involved in adding and subtracting 
• Records, using marks that they can interpret and explain 
• Begins to identify own mathematical problems based on own 

interests and fascinations 
 
Shape, Space and Measure 



squares, circles and oblongs 
 

General 
• Counting planets via 1:1 correspondence 
• Counting to 20 by rote  
• 1 more/less counting aliens 
• Numicon: sight recognition of numbers 
• ICT available 

 
STEM Investigations 

 Exploring the cycles of the moon through a ‘moon phase’ diary. 
Students take it home each night and record what they see of the 
moon that night 

 Students will investigate the idea of gravity and why it’s 
important. They will conduct an experiment investigating if 
anything can defy gravity 

 Students will design and build a robot like Wall-E – one that has a 
purpose to help humans 

 

• Beginning to use mathematical names for ‘solid’ 3D shapes and 
‘flat’ 2D shapes, and mathematical terms to describe shapes 

• Selects a particular named shape 
• Can describe their relative position such as ‘behind’ or ‘next to’ 
• Orders two or three items by length or height 
• Orders two items by weight or capacity 
• Uses familiar objects and common shapes to create and recreate 

patterns and build models 
• Uses everyday language related to time 
• Beginning to use everyday language related to money 
• Orders and sequences familiar events 
• Measures short periods of time in simple ways 

 

 
Understanding 
the World 
(UW) 

• A variety of ICT: interactive whiteboard, students’s computer, 
camera, iPads 

• First Moon landings  - Neil Armstrong 
• Alien game on Busy Things 
• Space travel 
• Gravity 
• Looking at pictures of our school and homes on Google Earth 
• Travel to Space… How Questions: How do astronauts train? How 

do they eat? How do they breathe? How do their rockets work? 
• Seasons  - explaining the four seasons to an alien 
• Day/Night - the Earth spins once every 24 hours 
• The students will use the internet to research and understand 

the orbit of the sun and the changes in the moon 
• Earth: What things do we need to live? Why do we live on Earth?  
• Looking after Earth (Reduce/Reuse/Recycle) 
• Healthy living  Linked to Bob’s lunchbox 
•  2simple2animate – create animation of a rocket taking off 
• Programme bee bots and roamer to move around ‘space maps’ 
• Balloon rocket: 

http://alittlelearningfortwo.blogspot.co.uk/2010/11/balloonro 
ckets.html 

Age bands 40-60 months:  
 
People and Communities 

• enjoys joining in with family customs and routines 
 
The World 

• looks closely at similarities, differences, patterns and change 
 
Technology 

• completes a simple program on a computer 
• uses ICT hardware to interact with age-appropriate computer 

software 

http://alittlelearningfortwo.blogspot.co.uk/2010/11/balloonro%20ckets.html
http://alittlelearningfortwo.blogspot.co.uk/2010/11/balloonro%20ckets.html


• Alien photographs using iPads – link to the film Wall-E and 
explore the characters and setting of the film in comparison to 
the classroom alien photos 

• Watch YouTube video of Chris Hadfield 
• Students will learn about the planets of the solar system and 

their different features through StoryBots songs and videos 
• Students will be encouraged to name some of the different 

planets in the solar system and then discuss them using 
comparative language (they are the same because… they are 
different because…) 

• Students will be asked to think about Wall-E and aliens and 
robots and then discuss what they would tell an alien about our 
planet if they could speak to one 

• Students will help to prepare and get ready for our Space-
themed picnic in Ravensourt Park 

• Explore the different weather patterns of each planet within the 
solar system 

• Make space biscuits – and then discuss the flavor and texture 
• Using Wall-E, students will look at different types of robots and 

machines that help us in our daily life. Students will then design 
their own robot that might help them with something. 

• Students will grow bean sprouts in containers and look after 
them, linking this with the importance of Wall-E’s plant finding 
on Earth and how important plants are to us. 

 

 

 
Expressive Art & 
Design 
(EA&D) 

• Junk modelling STEM projects: 
-Designing space rockets out of recycled materials 
-Designing oxygen tanks out of recycled soda bottles / water bottles 

• Small world: dye sand/craters/astronauts 
• Design flags to place on the moon linked to the space landings 
• Large scale storyboards annotated with captions/labels 
• Take photos of students acting out scenes from the text 
• Props from the text in the garden/CL 
• Play sounds of space on IWB, students to move to different 

sounds – floating, jumping, bouncing etc. 
• Marbling  space designs 
• Space chalk drawings 
• Sing and dancing to space music: Ground control to Major 

Tom/Spaceman 
• Moon walk dancing  - Michael Jackson 

Age bands 40-60 months: 
 
Media and Materials 

• Begins to build a repertoire of songs and dances 
• Explores the different sounds of instruments 
• Explores what happens when they mix colours 
• Experiments to create different textures 
• Understands that different media can be combined to create 

new effects 
• Manipulates materials to achieve a planned effect 
• Constructs with a purpose in mind, using a variety of resources 
• Uses simple tools and techniques competently and appropriately 
• Selects appropriate resources and adapts work where necessary 
• Selects tools and techniques needed to shape, assemble and join 

materials they are using 



• Designing telescopes for star gazing  
• Designing moon buggies 
• Creating a universe in a jar: http://www.dltk-

kids.com/crafts/space/muniverse.html 
• Handprint Alien: http://www.redtedart.com/2012/07/09/space-

craftsideastoi nspire/ 
• Footprint Rocket: http://www.redtedart.com/2012/07/09/space-

craftsideastoi nspire/ 
• Looking at Vincent Van Gogh’s “Starry Night” and then trying to 

re-create it 
• Learn poems, songs, rhymes:  

*Twinkle Twinkle little star   
*Zoom, Zoom, Zoom we’re going to the moon 
*5 little men in a flying saucer  
*We’re all going to the moon tomorrow 

• Pretending to be Wall-E, students will think about how they 
could recycle rubbish and turn it into something new, like he 
does 

• Imaginative role play as robots, aliens and astronauts in Learning 
Garden as well as in the home corner 

• Paintings and drawings of robots, aliens, rockets and planets 
• Explore mark making materials to make different patterns and 

textures - crayons, chalks, pastels colour pencils - pressing 
hard/gentle, zig-zags, dots, wavy lines, crosses, shading, putting 
one colour on top of another 

• Explore instruments to reproduce sounds of space e.g. rain stick, 
thunder tube, ocean drum etc. 

• Play sounds of space on IWB, students to move to different 
sounds – floating, jumping, bouncing etc. 

• Provide opportunities to talk about and share the students’s 
work. Talk about the colours they have used, the techniques, 
patterns, etc.  

• Encourage the students to ask each other questions - was the 
paint runny? what did you use to attach that piece? how did you 
make that shape/pattern? 

• StoryBots songs 

 
Being Imaginative 

• Create simple representations of events, people and objects 
• Initiates new combinations of movement and gesture in order to 

express and respond to feelings, ideas and experiences 
• Chooses particular colours to use for a purpose 
• Introduces a storyline or narrative into their play 
• Plays alongside other students who are engaged in the same 

theme 
• Plays cooperatively as part of a group to develop and act out a 

narrative 

 

http://www.dltkkids.com/crafts/space/muniverse.html
http://www.dltkkids.com/crafts/space/muniverse.html
http://www.redtedart.com/2012/07/09/spacecraftsideastoi%20nspire/
http://www.redtedart.com/2012/07/09/spacecraftsideastoi%20nspire/
http://www.redtedart.com/2012/07/09/spacecraftsideastoi%20nspire/
http://www.redtedart.com/2012/07/09/spacecraftsideastoi%20nspire/

